Accessibility WG Teleconference Minutes Thursday April
2, 2015
Attending:
Matt C.
Neal C.
Matt J

Agenda:
RAlly Plan update
Descritpion and update here https://confluence.sakaiproject.org/display/2ACC/rA11y+Plan
Updates are funding success
Talking to vendors
Deque Systems, Inc.- web contact
National Foundation of the Blind - Emailed
SSB bart Group - Emailed, phone conversation
WebAIM - Emailed, ongoing dialogue
jimthatcher.com - Web contact
Your input on the ranking of areas to review https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1AnrL57IjBg4bgkfA8eVA83TvJE33btCXi5yB_cOxNY/edit?usp=sharing
Column B, "If we only had <insert amount here> to spend on a review, we review areas in this order" -- comments
very welcome, as there are many ways to make this decision
Our friends from OAE http://www.oaeproject.org/blog
Moving to Apereo Google groups this week? (See http://collab.sakaiproject.org/pipermail/accessibility/2015-March/000982.
html )
Will do a doodle poll on meeting times after that
Talked about the feature request to Require Alternative Text for CKEditor https://jira.sakaiproject.org/browse/SAK-29131

JIRAs
https://jira.sakaiproject.org/browse/SAM-2042 Accessibility: IE 9 loses focus when navigating between screens using the keyboard
- Not only is this is an ongoing issue, Morpheus will force us to decided what is the best behaviour in the new single page
context. The current practice (IE aside) is based on either simply the defaults of an iFrame or what was indented for focus during
testing.
- Moodle & Canvas both place focus at the top of the page, with the skip to content link handy
- JS solution to re-capture focus
- Publish Assessment URL a solution?
https://jira.sakaiproject.org/browse/SAK-29096 Table summaries are well intentioned, but too verbose. Need more <th scope="row">
- Matt review
https://jira.sakaiproject.org/browse/SAK-29029 Tables should be avoided for layout or at least have ARIA role Presentation - Matt
review
https://jira.sakaiproject.org/browse/SAK-25034 Accessibility: Missing Table summary for the data table on the forums statistics page
https://jira.sakaiproject.org/browse/SAM-2342 - Matt to update his knowlege of this
There are some additional Samigo JIRAs, but they may not be worth reviewing based on STEP
More at https://jira.sakaiproject.org/issues/?filter=13751

